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Abstract
Feelings and emotions, typically non-propositional, play an important part in the eventual quality of the interpretations to which they are attached. However, relevance theory has preferred to focus on how hearers build up propositions that fill the gap between what is meant and what is eventually interpreted (Carston 2002). These are easier to handle, possess a mental representation and are a genuine object of analysis for linguistics (Chapman 2001, García-Carpintero 2010, Moeschler 2009). In this paper, a review is provided of several ways in which feelings and emotions play an important part in the eventual quality of interpretations, specifically focusing on irony (Yus 2016a, 2016b) and Internet-mediated communication (Yus 2016c, forthcoming).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pragmatics deals with intentionally conveyed information; relevance theory (henceforth RT) further specifies its scope by claiming that it deals with ostensive-inferential communication, the one in which the communicator produces a stimulus which makes it mutually manifest to communicator and audience that the communicator intends, by means of this stimulus, to convey to the audience some information (Sperber and Wilson 1995: 63). As such, it mainly focuses on propositional information. Cases of non-verbal ostension are also treated as producing propositional implications, even if somewhat vague. This paper underlines the importance of feelings and emotions for communication and eventual relevance, both when intended in parallel to propositionally conveyed information (affective attitude) and when these leak, as it were, from the act of communication beyond the speaker’s awareness and overt intentionality. The paper is organised as follows. Firstly, a brief introduction is provided of what may be communicated according to RT. Secondly, some comments on non-propositional feelings and emotions and their importance in communication are provided. Finally, two exemplifying cases are briefly commented upon: irony comprehension and online identity.

2. RELEVANCE THEORY AND PROPOSITIONAL COMMUNICATION

The prototypical form of communication according to RT is the propositional one, and what is inferred is either an explicit proposition (explicature) or an implicated one (implicature) or both. As Sperber and Wilson (1995: 57) explain, there is a very good
reason to assume that what is communicated is propositional: it is relatively easy to say what propositions are, and how inference might operate over propositions. No one has any clear idea how inference might operate over non-propositional objects: say, emotions. “Propositional contents and attitudes thus seem to provide the only relatively solid ground on which to base a partly or wholly inferential approach to communication”. However, these authors do acknowledge that some effects of communication do not fall neatly into the propositional mould and, in fact, they claim that it is a mistake to focus only on propositional communication, since there is a continuum of cases, from utterly intended explications and implicatures to implicatures which are merely made manifest, and to further modification of the mutual cognitive environment of speaker and hearer in which what is conveyed is, rather, rich, and not entirely foreseeable cognitive effects (p. 201; see also Sperber and Wilson 2015: 121).

Explicatures differ from the information coded, and interpretations may be more or less explicit. This departure from coded meaning is even more evident in the case of implicatures, which may also be arranged on a continuum between strong and weak. Consider this example (adapted from Carston 2009):

(1) Tom: How was the party? Did it go well?
   Ann: There wasn’t enough drink and everyone left early.

(2) a. There wasn’t enough alcoholic drink to satisfy the people at the party and so everyone who came to the party left it early, roughly before 2 o’clock.
   b. The party did not go well at all.
   c. Parties in which alcohol is scarce and people leave early are not good.
   d. Ann thinks alcohol is essential in parties.
   e. Ann only enjoys herself at parties when she is surrounded by many people.

When Tom interprets Ann’s utterance, he decodes her words and enriches them at the explicit level: the concept drink is adjusted into alcoholic drink; the scope of everyone is narrowed to “everyone at the party”, and early has to be interpreted as the time in Tom and Ann’s culture in which leaving a party at a certain time is considered early. The resulting proposition could roughly be the explicature in (2a). Of course, as an answer, she also strongly implicates (2b) (an implicated conclusion), in the sense that it is clear that she backs up this implicature. This is obtained by pairing the explicature in (2a) with encyclopaedic information about what it takes for parties to be successful (the implicated premise in (2c)). However, Tom may also derive further implicatures, this time weaker (Ann probably did not intend to communicate them, but these are anyhow triggered by her utterance), such as (2d) or even weaker ones such as (2e), this time derived by Tom’s sole responsibility.

3. AFFECTIVE ATTITUDE: FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS

What about the communication of feelings and emotions or the speaker’s overall affective attitude? These are utterly important and may alter radically the eventual interpretation obtained and the relevance yielded by the act of communication. Feelings and emotions are treated here as roughly similar, although there is no agreement on the scope or overlapping between them (Caffi and Janney 1994: 327). The latter are typically as-
sociated with acute and intense reactions to one’s environment, often accompanied by physiological changes (Kidron and Kuzar 2002: 130), whereas the former seem to exhibit more stability. Affect seems to be an umbrella term for a whole range of feelings, moods and emotions (van Kleef 2016: 4). Similarly, Schwarz (2015: 161) differentiates between emotions and feelings, claiming that it is important to draw a distinction between them. Emotions would be defined as “a complex, internally represented knowledge system having a primarily evaluative function within the human organism.” On the other hand, feelings would belong to the dimension of emotion that is experienced consciously. These are, therefore, mental representations.

4. PRAGMATICS AND NON-PROPOSITIONAL INFORMATION

As it has been argued in this paper, although pragmatics typically addresses intentionally conveyed propositional communication, non-propositional information (both intentionally and unintentionally transmitted) is also essential to determine the full extent of the addressee’s intended interpretation and the quality of the addressee’s eventual interpretation. Gibbs et al. (2002: 128) also comment that, in many cases of interpersonal communication, what is important is not the explicit propositions stated, but the more indeterminate non-propositional meaning and affect that is expressed and understood in the act of communication. In this way, propositional and non-propositional effects are intertwined. For instance, non-propositional effects may trigger or block propositional interpretations, and the latter can have an effect on the inference of non-propositional effects (Moeschler 2009: 460).

The range of communicative possibilities involving feelings and emotions, which can be grouped under the umbrella terms affective attitude (when intentional) and affective effect (when “exuded” unintentionally), are varied if we take into account axes such as propositional/non-propositional quality or acted upon/non-acted upon, together with the initial distinction between intentional and unintentional transfer of affective information. The term “acted upon” refers to the fact that feelings and emotions may be produced without the individual intervening in its extent and intensity, whereas on other occasions he/she does exert a control on their production. As Langlotz and Locher (2013: 91) summarize, while some cues may result from spontaneous expressions of genuine emotional states, other cues may be used strategically to emotionalize a given message in the absence of actual arousal. This entails degrees of control on this continuum from spontaneous to strategic emotional display. Van Kleef (2016: 57) adds that people express emotions to various degrees. At one end, experienced emotions which are expressed in an uncensored way, so that the interlocutor gets full insight into the individual’s feelings. At the other end, suppressed expression of any experienced emotion, to the extent that their nonverbal or verbal expressions provide no clues as to their internal feeling states. And Wilson and Wharton (2006) illustrate this continuum of cases as follows: “A speaker’s tiredness, boredom, frustration or anger may be revealed by her tone of voice or facial expression, even though she is trying to conceal them and even though it is clear to the audience that they are being accidentally revealed rather than intentionally conveyed. In more sophisticated cases, a speaker may covertly
manipulate her tone of voice to suggest to an audience that she is accidentally betraying her feelings rather than wanting them to be recognised as part of her meaning”.

Initially, if we take into account these axes, several possibilities may be listed:

1. Intentional/propositional. The addresser intentionally produces a propositional message whose content conveys his/her affective attitude.

2. Intentional/non-propositional/acted upon. The addresser intentionally conveys affective information non-propositionally, either nonverbally (gestures, vocal expressions) or attached to a verbal proposition (via intonation, gestures in parallel to verbal communication, etc.). Being aware of the affective information that should be conveyed, he/she acts upon this non-propositional act by enhancing it, reducing it, masking it, etc.

3. Intentional/non-propositional/not acted upon. The addresser intentionally conveys affective information non-propositionally, either nonverbally or attached to a verbal proposition. However, he/she does not feel the need to act upon this non-propositional act by enhancing it, masking it, etc.

4. Unintentional/non-propositional/acted upon. Beyond the addresser’s intentions, some information exudes or leaks from him/her conveying his/her feelings or emotions. The addresser becomes aware of this leakage and acts upon its production by minimising it, masking it, etc.

5. Unintentional/non-propositional/not acted upon. Beyond the addresser’s intentions, some information exudes or leaks conveying his/her feelings or emotions. The addresser does not feel the need to act upon its production, by minimising it, masking it, etc.

Among the aforementioned possibilities, one deserves further attention: the propositional vs. non-propositional information communicated by these feelings and emotions, either when attached to an utterance or when they are the only source of information (e.g. nonverbal behaviour). For RT, if these are intended, they typically entail a propositional quality, even if what is communicated is a range of impressions, rather than a fully-fledged proposition. An often cited example is the following (Sperber and Wilson 1995: 55):

(3) Mary and Peter arrive at the seaside. She opens the window overlooking the sea and sniffs appreciatively and ostensively. When Peter follows suit, there is no one particular good thing that comes to his attention: the air smells fresh, (...) it reminds him of their previous holidays, he can smell the sea (...); all sorts of pleasant things come to mind, and while, because her sniff was appreciative, he is reasonably safe in assuming that she must have intended him to notice at least some of them, he is unlikely to be able to pin her intentions down any further.

In this case, Mary’s informative intention when sniffing the seaside air might be a number of assumptions that suddenly come to her mind upon sniffing, without necessarily intending, in a conscious way, to communicate any particular one of these assumptions. Maybe all that she wants is to share an impression with Peter. As such, it is partly precise and partly vague, and may be communicated as a weak implicature. But perhaps all that takes place in (3) is a mutuality of sub-propositional feelings and emotions triggered by the seaside, Mary perhaps being unable to pin them down propositionally and Peter being unable to infer beyond a general “she feels good about being at the seaside”.
In short, there would be a continuum of cases in emotional communication ranging from cases in which it is propositionally conveyed (explicitly, strongly implicated, weakly implicated) to cases in which what is conveyed and inferred remains at a sub-propositional level.

Furthermore, there is no reason why some non-propositional affective information could not be communicated besides (or even instead of) impression-related propositional implications. Illustrative examples are found in Strey (2016: 80), adapted as (4) below, and (5) from Wharton (2016):

(4) a. Jack: Let’s go to the mall.
   Mary: (angrily) I’m feeling tired.
   b. Mary feels tired.
   c. Mary will not go to the mall.
   d. When Mary is tired she never wants to go to malls.
   e. Mary thinks that malls are crowded this time of year.
   f. Mary feels angry at the prospect of having to go the mall.

(5) a. A: How’s work going?
   B: The boss is a bastard!
   b. A: How’s work going?
   B: (Sighs wearily).

In the conversation (4a), Mary communicates (4b) explicitly (*explicature*). She also strongly implicates (4e), whereas other weaker implicatures such as (4d-e) are also triggered by Mary’s utterance but may not be intended but extracted by Jack’s sole responsibility. Crucially, Mary also communicates how she feels about Jack’s question (the *affective attitude* in 4f) by using a marked intonation and one of Jack’s relevance-oriented inferential strategies will focus on working out the extent and intensity of these negative feelings, which will influence the inference of the propositional content to which Mary’s intonation is attached (see also Moeschler 2009: 456—457).

Similarly, Wharton (2016) is right in pointing out that the difference between (5a) and (5b) is covered within RT by distinguishing strong from weak communication, and in parallel between strong and weak implicatures. Needless to say, a conclusion is strongly implicated to the extent that it must be derived in the course of constructing a satisfactory interpretation (and its derivation is clearly intended and backed up by the speaker). In this case, there is mainly a single, strongly manifest (i.e. implicated), assumption. In the case of weakly implicated assumptions, these help with the construction of a satisfactory interpretation, but are not essential or are even derived beyond the speaker’s intentions. For Wharton, (5a) quite strongly implicates that all is not well at work, whereas the sigh in (5b) makes weakly manifest a wide array of weak implicatures, that is, it creates an impression rather than conveying a definite message. Again, in my opinion it is reductive to base all interpretations, including impressions, on a propositional mould, even if a whole range of possibilities are covered between strongly and weakly implicated assumptions. Although B may well have a propositional implication in mind, he/she may also hold a rather general feeling located on the negative side (being upset, fed up, angry...) and may only be capable of communicating these broad non-propositional feel-
ings, and not a mentally represented implicated propositional assumption, even if it is an impression-based weak implicature. And the same applies to the addressee, who may be able to stand on B’s shoes, as it were, to feel roughly the same broad negative feeling held by B, but without consciously reaching a propositional (even if weak) implicature.

5. TWO CASE STUDIES

Communication is partly propositional and partly non-propositional. Some information is propositional and intended, of an explicit (explicature) and/or implicit (implicature) quality. Some propositional information may also be derived beyond the speaker’s intentions, but it is nevertheless triggered by his/her act of communication. Similarly, non-propositional information may be intended (e.g. to make sure that the interlocutor grasps how happy, angry etc. the addresser is), and some non-propositional information may also leak from the addresser’s act of communication beyond his/her intentions, with some interesting communicative outcomes.

To account for this variability, in latest research (Yus 2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 2016b, 2017), an extension of the RT model has been proposed by including the analysis of contextual constraints and non-intended non-propositional effects. The former were initially intended to account for the fact that Internet communication is affected by a number of interface-related and user-related qualities that may also alter the eventual relevance of the act of communication. These are mainly related to the users’ management of the interface, the kind of relationship existing between interlocutors, the user’s personality, etc. The term contextual constraint is restricted to aspects that underlie the acts of communication and the users’ interactions (i.e. they exist prior to the interpretive activity) and constrain their eventual (un)successful outcome. They frame, as it were, communication and have an impact not only on the quality of interpretation, but also on the willingness to engage in sustained virtual interactions. Constraints have an impact on (a) how much discourse is produced; (b) what kind of discourse is produced; (c) what kind of discourse is expected (audience validation); (d) what kind of discourse is possible (interface affordances); and (e) what kind of site is preferred (to channel communicative needs).

Secondly, the term non-intended non-propositional effect refers to feelings, emotions, impressions, etc. which are not overtly intended by the “sender user”, but are nevertheless generated from the act of communication, and add (positively or negatively) to the cognitive effects derived from the interpretation of propositional content. These effects are important for eventual relevance, since they have an impact (a) on the positive/negative outcome of Internet acts of communication; (b) on the preference for a specific site, medium or channel; (c) on why certain interactions are (un)profitable despite the lack of/existence of interesting information; and (d) on how Internet interactions make users feel.

In short, the extended RT model would cover a broad range of communicated and/or inferred information: speaker-supported propositional content (explicatures, strong implicatures, propositional attitudes, some weak implicatures), hearer-supported weak implicatures (often beyond speaker’s overt intentions), speaker-supported non-propositional feelings and emotions (affective attitude), and hearer-supported feelings and emotions.
beyond the speaker’s intentions (affective effects), that is, non-intended non-propositional effects generated beyond the act of communication but which affect eventual relevance.

Among other research areas focusing on the importance of non-propositional information (e.g. feelings and emotions), either intended or unintendedly leaked, two examples are briefly commented upon below: irony comprehension and online identity. In the former, the addresser’s affective attitude (feelings, emotions...) is important because it is intended and has to be recovered by the addressee as part of the relevant interpretive outcome. In the case of online identity, feelings and emotions are also important, but often because they are generated beyond the addressee’s communicative intentions.

5.1. Irony comprehension

Beyond the traditional (and often inaccurate) approach to irony as communicating the opposite of what is literally stated, RT focuses on the fact that irony necessarily needs an opinion, norm, thought or utterance (called echo) to which a dissociative attitude is held. The recovery of an ironic interpretation depends, apart from a recognition of the utterance as echoic, on an identification of the source of the opinion echoed and on a recognition that the speaker’s attitude to the opinion echoed is one of rejection or disapproval (dissociative attitude). In Yus (2016a) an example is cited: someone is inviting a friend to go to the beach and insisting that the weather is going to be fine, and upon arriving at the beach it starts pouring down. By saying “Nice weather we’re having!” the speaker does not want to assert that it is inappropriate to say that the weather is fine when it is actually pouring down, but to dissociate himself/herself from his/her friend’s opinion (and previous utterance) that the weather would be fine and that there was no reason not to go to the beach. Indeed, ironies make little sense if this attitude is not spotted, the interest lying, rather, in the speaker’s attitude to an echoed thought or opinion.

Besides the speaker’s dissociative attitude, a necessary element of irony is the need of a source for the echo. In short, the thought involved in ironic communication must be attributed to some actual person, or the speaker in a different context or humans in general, so that the underlying attitude is clearly ascribable as dissociative and not as that of endorsement or support. The notion of echo is intentionally broad, since it covers direct echoes of previous utterances, and also echoes of attributed thoughts (real or imaginary), social norms and expectations.

Sperber and Wilson (1995: 239—240) exemplify this need of an echo with Mary’s comment in (6), which obviously aims to communicate (7), but whose main point is rather to communicate irony-related implicatures such as the ones listed in (8) (adapted and extended in Yus 2016a), all of which demand from Peter the identification of the utterance as echoic (and Mary’s attitude involved as dissociative):

(6) Peter: It’s a lovely day for a picnic.
   [They go for a picnic and it rains].
   Mary [sarcastically]: It’s a lovely day for a picnic, indeed.
(7) Mary manifestly believes that it is not a lovely day for a picnic.
(8) It was wrong of Peter to say that it was a lovely day for a picnic.
   Peter’s judgement has been unsound.
   It was Peter’s fault that their day has been ruined.
   Mary should never have trusted Peter in his weather prediction.
However, an appropriate account of irony entails not only the identification of echo and attitude, but also the identification of the speaker’s feelings and emotions (under the broad label of *affective attitude*) toward the source of the echo. Ironical interpretations differ radically depending on what affective attitude is held by the speaker when uttering the irony, which may not only influence the eventual choice of an interpretation, but also the ascription of irony as utterly offensive, mildly offensive, praising or humorous.

In a nutshell, being aware of the speaker’s feelings and emotions can make interpretations differ radically. This view is more realistic in pairing propositional content (explicit, implicated, propositional attitude) with feeling- and emotion-related non-propositional effects (affective attitude) whose relevance lies in a certain mutuality, rather than a specific interpretation and which are also relevant even if not propositional. An example of how affective attitudes impact the propositional ironical interpretation is proposed in Yus (2016a). With the same initial part of a phone conversation in (9), the identification of the speaker’s affective attitude (feelings, emotions) yields the different dialogue continuations and differing interpretive outcomes listed in (10), (11) and (12). The exchange in (9—10) is a real phone conversation, while (11—12) are my proposal of alternative continuations:

(9) [John calls Mary on the phone].
  Mary: Hi John! How’re things?
  John: I am fine! I’ve just thought... Since Mary is always calling me, today for a change I’ll make the call.

(10) Mary: Hahaha. Poor thing... You are right, I should call you more often, but you seem soooo happy to call your friend, don’t you? hahaha.
  John: Hehehe... Of course, Mary... A pleasure.

(11) Mary: I am sorry... I do call you every now and then... Don’t be so angry.
  John: Yeah, once a year more or less. I just think I deserve better.

(12) Mary: Hahaha. Poor thing... You are right, I should call you more often, but you seem soooo happy to call your friend, don’t you? hahaha.
  John: Actually, I am pissed off with having to call you all the time. You could make the effort to call me, couldn’t you?
  Mary: Oh... I am sorry... Don’t be so angry. I never thought you’d be so upset.

In these examples, John has a dissociative attitude towards an opinion echoed of a commonsense quality: that nobody should always be the one calling. However, although the dissociative attitude is the same in (9—12), the final interpretation of this echoed opinion varies in each case because of the feelings associated with this opinion. In (10), John does think that it would be nice that Mary called him more often, but the feelings that he holds towards the echoed opinion are on the positive side, and Mary infers it correctly. By contrast, in (11) the feelings that he holds towards that opinion are on the negative side. Mary, again, correctly infers that the feelings associated with John’s affective attitude are on the negative side. Finally, in (12) the dissociative attitude is correctly inferred but the feelings or emotions associated with the opinion echoed (the affective attitude) are misinterpreted, resulting in an erroneous interactional outcome.

Furthermore, it should be noted that what influences the eventual interpretation of an utterance is not only the identification of the speaker’s affective attitude, but also the current feelings and emotions held by the hearer upon inferring the propositional
content of the utterance. Very often, the same irony yields different interpretive outcomes because the hearer’s feelings and emotions frame this interpretation and may lead it to different inferential outcomes.

Sperber and Wilson (1995: 240) do acknowledge the role of emotions in irony comprehension, stating that speakers use an echoic utterance to convey different attitudes and emotions “ranging from outright acceptance and endorsement to outright rejection and dissociation, and that the recognition of these attitudes and emotions may be crucial to the interpretation process”. These authors opt for a picture of continuum, with different blends of attitude and emotion giving rise to a whole range of borderline cases which do not fit neatly into any existing scheme. In my opinion, affective attitude ascription should be incorporated into the RT model of irony comprehension, together with dissociative attitude and source of the echo, and the goal of a cognitive pragmatics should be to provide an account of how this affective attitude is spotted and how it influences the comprehension of the propositional content. And this is particularly noticeable in the case of ironical communication. Akimoto et al. (2014: 1168) are right in remarking that “verbal irony implies an underlying emotional attitude that differs from the meaning of what is actually said. Comprehension of irony is a representative example of the high-order sociolinguistic abilities of humans. It goes beyond literal understanding, integrating various types of information from the social context, including events, the speaker’s beliefs and emotional attitudes, and paralinguistic cues such as facial expression. (...) Affective aspects are also important because they are not only involved in the processing of emotional interpretive cues, but are also closely related to the social function of irony, which is the reason why irony is used”.

5.2. Online identity

Relevance is a comparative notion. Human cognition is capable, on every occasion, of assessing the cognitive effects and mental effort of competing propositional interpretations and automatically opt for the most relevant one in a specific context. However, relevance is also variable and subject to contextual features. As has been argued above, the eventual relevance may be affected by a number of factors that alter the intended relevance of an input even before it is produced (contextual constraints). Besides, addressees may find relevance in some inferred information that “leaks” beyond the propositional interpretation intended by the speaker (non-intended non-propositional effects). Needless to say, both non-propositional effects and contextual constraints exist in every act of communication, not only in Internet-mediated ones, but their influence is much more noticeable on the Internet, where interactions are often devoid of physical co-presence and typed utterances often exhibit a cues-filtered quality (Yus 2011, 2014, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 2015d, 2016d, 2016e, 2017).

Concerning online identity, by means of different types of uploaded (verbal-visual-multimodal) discourse, users position themselves as unique individuals and upload content on their profiles with expected audiences and interpretations, a kind of identity performance; and thanks to the affordances of new media, “addressee users” also co-construct, co-produce text in a joint generation of content. This is particularly useful for identity-shaping strategies, since users manage and shape their personal identities with the aid of uploaded content and the impact that this content has on friends and acquaint-
ances in terms of verbal replies, non-verbal reactions, etc., constituting a very relevant source of information for users beyond the objective information communicated by this self-related content. These constitute the main focus of analysis of a cyberpragmatics of online identity, since these are intentional acts of communication with intended (and expected) interpretations.

However, as has been argued in Yus (forthcoming), if we base the eventual relevance of Internet-mediated acts of communication only on the objective interest and value aroused by the intentional propositional content uploaded and transferred to other users, we will be unable to explain much of the appeal and the specificity of the Net in terms of user satisfaction and engagement (and eventual impact on the user’s self-image). The aforementioned additional terminology aims to complement propositional relevance so that a valid explanation of user (dis)satisfaction with online interactions may be provided. Certainly, users often do not only obtain relevance from the information provided by the content itself, but also (and nowadays especially) from the feelings and emotions that this content produces in addressee users, often beyond the interlocutors’ awareness. The kind of effect that is important in this case is the one which exhibits a non-intentional and non-propositional quality, sometimes adding to the relevance of the propositional information and, crucially, often making up for the objective irrelevance of the information contained in the discourse communicated.

The eventual relevance of Internet-mediated acts of communication may be affected by the user’s attributes and motivations, especially the user’s personality and its management in the online/offline interface. Users frequently present an enhanced version of their selves and the act of presentation, even if faithful to the user’s offline identity, is always constrained (qualitatively and quantitatively) by the user’s personality, self-esteem, strength of ties, feelings and emotions. Besides, the user’s content uploaded is also constrained by general expectations of conformity to norms and group-related expectations. This is especially the case of young users, always eager to find ways to leave a positive impression on their audiences and in the process they are constantly monitoring what their peers expect from them.

In the context of the topic of this paper, namely the role that feelings and emotions play in communication, non-intended non-propositional effects are important in the way they frequently hold the key to why Internet-mediated interactions turn out (ir)relevant regardless of the objective value of the content transferred to other users. Several of these effects have an impact of the user’s self-concept or overall sense of identity. Among others, in Yus (forthcoming) the following are listed:

1. Feeling of connectedness, social awareness, feeling of being part of the interactions and friendships. Many users engage in “chained” acts of communication (typically trivial ones) because they eventually obtain an awareness of friends and peers and a feeling of connectedness. The notion of ambient awareness (Thompson 2008) points in this direction, since it refers to mutual awareness of one another arising from non-stop dialogues and uploaded content, often fragmentary, which nevertheless gives users a more or less thorough picture of their friends.

2. Feeling of being noticed by the network of friends, by the user’s community, of feedback, of social support. Sustained interactions not only generate connectedness, but also feelings of in-group membership and communal support, of being “attached” to the other members of the group (Yus 2007).
3. Generation of social capital. The term refers broadly to the benefits we receive from our social relationships, the resources linked to membership in a group or network of relationships, facilitating actions among these members. In this sense, virtual interactions aid in producing social capital that would otherwise be impossible if people only relied on physical co-presence for its generation.

4. Feeling of increased mutuality of information among friends and acquaintances. According to RT, the goal of human communication is not so much the mere transfer of information to others, but to generate a mutuality of this information (a mutual manifestation, in its terminology). The mutual satisfaction at sharing may be itself a source of satisfaction beyond the objective quality of the information exchanged.

5. Feeling of enhanced/decreased self-esteem and generation of positive/negative emotions. Finally, another positive/negative non-propositional effect has to do with self-esteem as managed and shaped through virtual interactions. On the positive side, virtual interactions may increase self-esteem. On the negative side, the user may end up with an offset of negative effects that have an impact on the user’s self-esteem.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Non-propositional feelings and emotions are important in human communication, both when intended as part of the eventual interpretation (the addressee’s affective attitude) and when leaked unintentionally from the act of communication (affective effects). In this paper two examples have been provided illustrating this importance, one regarding intentional communication (feelings and emotions conveyed in ironical communication) and one related to these unintended feeling- and emotion-related effects (affective effects impacting the user’s online identity).
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Выражение чувств и эмоций в пропозиции: Взгляд на иронию и интернет-коммуникацию
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Carretera San Vicente del Raspeig, s/n, 03690 San Vicente del Raspeig, Alicante, Испания

Чувства и эмоции, обычно не связанные с пропозицией, играют большую роль в процессе интерпретации того, к чему они относятся. Тем не менее, теория релевантности предпочитительно акцентирует внимание на том, как слушающие строят предположения, заполняющие разрыв между
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